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As NASA plans and implements the Vision for Space Exploration, managers, engineers, 
and scientists need lunar environment information that is readily available and easily 
accessed. For this effort, lunar environment data was compiled from a variety of missions 
from Apollo to more recent remote sensing missions, such as Clementine. This valuable 
information comes not only in the form of measurements and images but also from the 
observations of astronauts who have visited the Moon and people who have designed 
spacecraft for lunar missions. To provide a research tool that makes the voluminous lunar 
data more accessible, the Space Environments and Effects (SEE) Program, managed at 
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, AL, organized the data into a 
DVD knowledgebase: the Lunar e-Library. This searchable collection of 1100 electronic 
(.PDF) documents and abstracts makes it easy to find critical technical data and lessons 
learned from past lunar missions and exploration studies. The SEE Program began 
distributing the Lunar e-Library DVD in 2006. This paper describes the Lunar e-Library 
development process (including a description of the databases and resources used to acquire 
the documents) and the contents of the DVD product, demonstrates its usefulness with 
focused searches, and provides information on how to obtain this free resource. 
I. Introduction 
W hen the President announced the Vision for Space Exploration in January 2004 and directed NASA to 
return to the Moon and use this experience as a stepping stone for exploring Mars and other worlds, there were no 
completed architecture plans or requirements documents. The Ares and Orion exploration spacecraft were not even 
twinkles in an engineer's eyes. Engineering efforts across NASA were rightly focused on returning the Space 
Shuttle safely to flight and operating the International Space Station (ISS). Yet this bold new vision energized 
engineers and scientists and made them look toward the Moon - a location last visited by humans in 1972. 
In recent years, many of the engineers and scientists at NASA and aerospace companies have focused their 
efforts on learning to live and work in low-Earth orbit, the environment in which the Space Shuttle and the ISS 
operate. They have learned valuable lessons not only about building and operating large structures in space but also 
about collaborating with international partners on space research projects. They have a thorough understanding of 
the low-Earth-orbit environment and the hazards it poses: atomic oxygen, plasma interactions, ultraviolet radiation, 
and meteoroidlspace debris impacts to name a few. 
While many of these same hazards pose threats to lunar missions, the lunar environment is different from the 
low-Earth orbit environment. Another consideration is that low-Earth orbit is closer to home than the Moon, so it is 
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easier for crews to return home or be rescued from environmental hazards. Most engineers today have little or no 
hands-on experience in designing human-piloted vehicles to go to the Moon, support long lunar missions, and return 
safely to Earth. The Lunar e-Library research effort started with the idea that a good step in preparing for any type of 
lunar mission would be to acquire as much knowledge as possible about the lunar environment - including lessons 
learned about getting to the Moon, living there and returning to Earth - and to organize that information so that it 
would be readily available and accessible to NASA and aerospace professionals who would be planning and 
implementing the Vision for Space Exploration. 
11. Guiding Philosophies 
In 2004, the NASA engineers who started this data collection project were working long hours analyzing 
External Tank insulating foam and preparing the Space Shuttle for return to flight. Most of their efforts were 
concentrated on materials and processes and on the launch environment. Their current work was visible evidence of 
the necessity to understand precisely the environment and its effects on materials. To go back to the Moon 
successfully, they knew they would need to know about myriad environments: (1) launch (2) low-Earth orbit, (3) the 
cis-lunar environment, and (4) the lunar environment. These engineers also realized the challenges of long-duration 
flights and recognized that materials, which worked well for a 12-day Apollo missions might not work for an 
extended mission. In addition, many materials might not still be commercially available after 30 years, and some 
Apollo-era materials have been banned from use because of environmental or health concerns. 
Rather than pursue this quest individually, leaders from NASA's Space Environments and Effects (SEE) 
Program at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, AL, and from the Materials and Processes 
Laboratory in the MSFC Engineering Directorate combined their resources to mine the numerous collections of 
existing data and create an extensive but more manageable compilation of lunar data. Their goal was to identifl 
knowledge from the past that would enable the future return to the Moon. 
They also had the foresight to realize that while some sources of valuable information would be easy to find and 
identifl, for example, the Apollo Mission Reports, some more obscure yet invaluable publications or data might be 
lost or hard to locate. Who were the best people to lead them to these resources? They were the people who helped 
NASA successfully journey to the Moon during the ApolloISaturn Program. Where were these people? Many of 
them had retired, and many were about to retire. NASA scientists and engineers suggested interviewing the experts: 
the Apollo scientists and engineers who successfully enabled the first human missions to another world. These 
experts could not only identify valuable sources of documents and data but also could relate personal experiences - 
information that might not appear in any formal documentation. 
A. Locating Resources and Data Archives 
One goal of this project was to provide a research tool that did not duplicate current resources but made use of 
existing resources to capture data on the lunar environment. The NASA Aeronautics and Space Database, which is 
available to NASA civil servants and contractors with NASA computer IP addresses, has 3.9 million citations that 
date back to the early 2 0 ~  century and the days of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). It is a 
wonderful resource that can be searched in many ways (author, title, NASA report number). When the project 
began, this new arm of NASA's Scientific and Technical Information (STI) network was about a year old. All new 
documents were in digital format, but requests had to be submitted for scanning many of the older Apollo-age 
documents, such as the Apollo Experience Reports collection and even many of the Saturn Flight Evaluation 
Reports and Apollo Mission Reports. 
Other resources, such as the Apollo Lunar Surface Journals web site and the Johnson Space Center Oral History 
web site, provided valuable documents: transcripts of the air-to-ground transmissions during the Apollo missions 
and interviews with Apollo astronauts. In addition to NASA's extensive online collections, history offices, and 
document repositories at NASA Headquarters and the field centers, private collections were available through other 
online sources. Retirees had donated documents to archives at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, the 
University of Houston in Clear Lake, Texas, and the U.S. Space and Rocket Center in Huntsville, to name a few 
locations. Lunar e-Library researchers also consulted with MSFC Historian Michael Wright, as well as other 
archivists and historians, who offered insights into their collections. 
The Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Collection had not only documents but also extensive 
collections of artifacts, such as the world's largest collection of space suits. NASA materials engineer Miria 
Finckenor, co-author of this paper, was able to inspect this collection and interview curator Amanda Young about 
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the material degradation that had occurred in the suits. A paper in the Lunar e-Library collection describes the 
Smithsonian's analysis and work to preserve the space suit collection. 
To bolster research and make other resources readily available without duplicating them, the Lunar e-Library 
DVD includes a descriptive list and web links to sites containing document sources, databases, and oral history 
interviews identified during the effort. 
B. Focusing the Collection on the Lunar Environment 
The goal of the Lunar e-Library effort was to create a product that would be valuable to working engineers and 
scientists. Therefore, it was imperative that these people guide the product from start to finish. The technical experts 
focusing the research decided that the collection should focus on documents that could provide information on (1) 
the space and lunar environment, including launch and landing environments for vehicles such as the Saturn V and 
other Apollo Program spacecraft and (2) materials research. To properly mine existing collections for the best 
documents, engineers and scientists helped develop a set of key words that focused on areas of interest within these 
broad topics. 
Key words described almost every aspect of the lunar environment: atmosphere, gravity, dust, lighting, and 
temperature. Another layer of key words dug deeper down into particular subjects of interest. For example, for dust, 
the second layer of key words included such topics as lunar mobility, electrostatic charging, soil composition, dust 
mitigation, contamination, magnetism, and even lunar soil constituents, such as ilmenite or nanophase iron. The goal 
was to collect information about the launch, space and lunar environment that would be useful as NASA developed 
new launch and crew vehicles, extended operations experience in a hostile lunar environment, and developed 
capabilities and technologies (particularly in the area of materials and processes) that would enable the Moon to be 
used as a stepping stone for exploring Mars and the universe beyond. 
In addition to identifying topics of interest, technical experts helped develop a list of pertinent categories of 
documents that were likely to contain lunar environment information: 
Apollo Mission and Preliminary Science Reports 
Saturn V Flight Evaluation Reports 
Key historical documents and summary documents that contained data and/or the recollections of the Apollo 
crews, engineers, and scientists 
Saturn V hardware documents, particularly those dealing with materials and processes or the launch 
environment 
Apollo Experience Reports 
Space Vehicle Design Criteria documents developed after Apollo and before the Space Shuttle, particularly 
those dealing with the space environment or materials 
Data from lunar missions: Surveyor, Apollo, Clementine, Lunar Prospector, etc. 
Lunar Roving Vehicle documents 
Major lunar reference missions and studies, especially for the Space Exploration Initiative and the First 
Lunar Outpost. 
A vast amount of data existed in many locations and in both digital and hard formats, but with the help of 
historians and the experts that we interviewed, key documents were identified. The final collection is not all- 
inclusive but has enough crucial documents that include bibliographies and other references to give researchers a 
good start in finding critical information related to the Moon. 
111. OPutting Space History to Work 
Once data collection was under way, it became clear that NASA engineers needed to use lunar environment data 
in their current work. Research teams needed this information to help guide architecture studies and planning. They 
were asking questions and looking for answers: What is the lunar dust really like? How big a problem was dust for 
Apollo astronauts? What studies were accomplished before the Apollo missions? How well did the Lunar Roving 
Vehicle thermal protection system work? What kind of rovers would best benefit future lunar missions? What is the 
environment at the Moon's South Pole? What scientific tasks would we need to accomplish to set up a base there 
and in other lunar locations? NASA and contractor researchers were already at work examining these and many 
other issues. Many answers could be found in previous reports and studies in which Apollo astronauts had talked 
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about their experiences on the Moon and in which scientists had published data from lunar experiments or remote 
sensing probes. 
As information was compiled, Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) were invited to assess the literature's value. A 
tracking database was designed to log in all collected documents, along with bibliographic information: title, author, 
key words, source, data release restrictions, etc. The tracking database included a searchable index to avoid 
document duplication and make it possible to search the entire collection for specific documents. The documents 
were posted on an internal MSFC server where registered users could download them for use in technical projects. 
At the same time, the SMEs provided input on which documents were valuable and recommended other documents 
for inclusion. They requested in-depth literature searches on special topics of interest: lunar dust, the lunar poles, 
contamination, radiation, lunar science, the lunar atmosphere and plasma environment, Saturn V tanking issues, 
Saturn V heat shield design, the Apollo Command Module cooling and thermal control systems, and space suit 
design - and the results of these searches were added to the e-Library. Engineers and scientists were putting space 
history to work immediately in their everyday jobs. 
A. Interviews 
In addition to the literature collection, researchers determined early in the project that it would be wise to consult 
experts who worked on the Apollo program. These experts provided guidance on valuable documents and studies 
and were interviewed to obtain information that did not exist as part of formal documentation or supplemented 
information in formal documentation. Focused interviews (1 to 4 hours long) were conducted with 16 people; many 
were retired, but most still support aerospace programs as contractors, consultants, or researchers. 
Interview subjects were selected to address a variety of topics, and some critical topics were recommended by 
the SMEs. While some of the interview subjects became managers, all started their careers in the trenches during the 
ApolloISaturn era. Since numerous interviews had already been conducted with top NASA officials and the Apollo 
astronauts, this effort aimed at interviewing key managers, engineers, and aerospace employees who worked on the 
ApolloISaturn program. Many of them started their NASA careers at that time and transferred that knowledge to the 
Space Shuttle Program and other efforts, such as the Hubble Space Telescope. Their early experience influenced 
later projects and applied not only to engineering topics, such as rocket engine design, but also to other areas such as 
system engineering, and non-technical topics such as mentoring, education, and communications. 
The interview topics included Saturn rocket design, the history of engine design from the early missiles to the 
Space Shuttle Main Engines, the Lunar Roving Vehicle design, dust problems, thermal control, lunar surface 
studies, and project management; materials selection and materials processes such as welding, materials 
requirements and testing for metals and non-metals; and many aspects of the space environment with particular 
emphasis on materials durability and dust. 
Since the number of interviews was limited as was the time for each interview, each was focused on select key 
topics. This strategy also allowed correlation and comparison of the answers to certain interview topics. Researchers 
worked with the SMEs to develop a questionnaire in which the majority of questions focused on the lunar 
environment and materials and processes, with a few general questions aimed at lessons learned. Interview subjects 
were requested to return this completed questionnaire along with a biography, a list of publications, and a list of 
publications that they recommended for inclusion in the Lunar e-Library. This information, along with additional 
input and specific questions submitted by SMEs was used to create a more in-depth set of interview questions for the 
oral interview. 
SMEs also participated in the interviews. In one interview, for example, a materials specialist asked a series of 
questions related to how welding criteria were developed and established for large space structures. During an 
interview with a lunar scientist, engineers developing methods for in sifu resource utilization asked a series of 
questions related to lunar soil properties and the potential of specific processing techniques. A contamination expert 
asked an Apollo engineer who had worked on the lunar roving vehicle design about dust studies and control 
methods. 
The interviews were recorded by digital video or audio. The final Lunar e-Library DVD contains a short 
biography of each interview subject and the interview questions. The DVD also links to many web-based interview 
collections, such as those conducted by the Johnson Space Center Oral History Program, the NASA Alumni League, 
and the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum Oral Histories, as well as lists of collections available at NASA 
Centers. 
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B. The Lunar e-Library DVD Product 
The final Lunar e-Library DVD product is an export-controlled, searchable knowledge database (Fig. 1). The 
technical experts guiding this project wanted to ensure that the information was not only collected but that it was 
made readily accessible. The DVD product features an easy-to-use Acrobat-based search engine that employs key 
words to search through the entire 1100 documents at once, lists the documents by relevance, and takes the user 
directly to the key words in the various documents (Fig. 2). A document index also is included so that the user can 
check for particular documents of the interest and then conduct advanced searches by title, author, and other 
information criteria. 
L u w  04,ibnry Home I 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
references on the lunar environment, lunar studies, and past lunar missions, including 
ApollolSaturn. The collection comprises 11 00 documents, with 870 available in full-text electronic 
( P D ~  format. 
Search Llmar e-Library ( m e  hJder6.0. f 0 r l b 0 ~  m u i d )  
The DVD includes a doctnnent index and search tips. It is possible to search through the entire 
collection of documents using keywords or to search for a particular document by author ortitle by 
using the Acrobat Reader Search PDF function You can download the latest Acrobat Reader at 
http:/~.adobe.comlproducts/acrobat/readstep2~al~ersi~ns.html. (Acrobat Reader 7.0 is also 
included on this DVD.) Click on Search Lunar e-l-ibrary, and Adobe Acrobat Readerwith Search 
PDF panel will appear. 
NOTE: System Requirrmentsfor Adobe Rerder8.0.1 or newarversion at: 
http~.adebe.oenJpredusb/a0(0biiva~(aptern~pr.Mml 
Figure 1. Lunar e-Library home page. 
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Search 
Pesults 
m 
Figure 2. Sample search results. 
In addition to documents, the DVD includes a section on the interviews conducted for the project, a description 
of the literature collection process, and a web resources section that links to numerous online collections of 
documents as well as databases and image libraries. 
Although the DVD is export controlled, it is free and can be ordered by NASA and aerospace professionals by 
filling out two forms, located on the SEE web site (Fig. 3): 
(1) The SEE Product Access Form: an online form required for export-control purposes. Click on SEE Product 
Access Form to fill it out and submit it online. 
(2) A SEE Product Access and Software Release Agreement Form: required for software licensing agreements. 
It must be printed, filled out, and faxed to Sopo Yung, the SEE software developer, at 256-544-8480. To print the 
form, under General on the Web page, click on Lunar E-Library-knowledgebase. 
Both forms are located at: 
httr,://see.msfc.nasa.aov/ModelDB/ModelDB. htm 
This DVD is designed to operate with Windows-based operating systems. More details and computer system 
requirements for running the Lunar e-Library DVD, and information for downloading Acrobat Reader 7.0 are posted 
on the SEE Web site at: 
htt~://~ee.msfc. nasa.aov/dmialLunarELibrarv. htm 
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)@ http //srrrnsk nasr gov/ModrlO8/ModrDB htm - 
aft Web Sites & MSN Web St* @ Apple I 
ef NATIONALAERONWlICS ANP SPACE ADMINISTRAIION 
q S a P R a W C l S E S E E R ~ Y a M & P B  - - -- PYFODUGTAC- RllP113 A m  - AlsolYware developed or provMed through the SEE Program server has been determined to have export restrlctlons. If a requester dwr not Ilve In tho Unked States a& the requester Is a foreign national, you must obtain an InternaUonal agreement through NASA HearApartem before belng eIIgIble to access the software. You 
may contact the approplate NASA Headquarters omce at 202-358-0330 or vIs# the NASA 
-0 d8rlvnrl R- web slte for more Infonnatlon. 
In order to meet export control and malntaln the integrlty of the models, the SEE Program 
has agreed to review the provided Informahon and perform the necessary paperwork All 
models are executable only and the source code can only be obtained by contachng the SEE 
- 
Before access Is granted, you must send us the folkwing TWO forms: -Al 
r-I -IIILRmu 1. 
2. py of h e  form must be 
m 
In&m-ng at 256-544-8480 
T @ a b D m ~ A c ( M l y .  
*un Aw.>* 
SEE PRODUCT SOFTWARE USAGE AGREEMENT (SUA) FORM 
HyISahodLn~n Clrn 
b.~i  b ~ ~ c m r u *  General 
mQIIIFY- WE. SEERS ~~lnro.p,  LMMT E l lbny  - knowledgebase + 
Eleclromagnetlc Eflbcts 6 Spacecraft C ~ L .  ,. 
SEARCH f.lAH'>IIALL 
-_]+Go Eledmk PropuWon blsradom Cada (EPIC) - model MSAW faces spammlt pfir$q Anqlyrw Pmgm (NASCW-2K) - model 
lnrndlvs Sprca44Chrr01w HamlhW - model 
ma O w  Cdlrdw - knowtedgebase 
lonlzing Radlatlon Envbonment 
Tnppsd h b n  Mdd (;TPM) - model 
+ Cormk Ray Elldr an Mkmkhmh (GR-) - model 
Figure 3. SEE web page with instructions for ordering the Lunar e-Library DVD. 
IV. Using the Lunar e-Library Research Tool 
The Lunar e-Library can benefit research by providing access to numerous documents with information on the 
same topic. The library literature section contains a complete .PDF index. This index, which is organized 
alphabetically by title, can be searched to see the entire contents of the library. It is possible to find a particular 
document by searching by title, author, document number, or key words. This is an alternative way to find out which 
documents are included on the DVD. A sample page of the index is show in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4. Sample index page from Lunar e-Library literature section. 
Document Title 
1965 Publications by 
Materials Division 
(72 1) 
2001 A Space 
Odyssey Revisited. 
The Feasibility of 24 
Hour Commuter 
Flights to the Moon 
Using NTR 
Propulsion with 
LUNOX 
Afterburners; 
Revisited (355) 
A Balanced Model 
for Exploration of the 
Terrestrial Planets - 
Lessons Learned 
from the Lunar 
Experience (1 50) 
A Center for 
Extraterrestrial 
Engineering and 
Construction 
(CETEC) (8 16) 
A Computer-Based 
Orbital Debris 
Environment Model 
for Spacecraft Design 
and Observation in 
Low Earth Orbit 
(224) 
A consideration of 
lunar surface 
ballistics (239) 
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Author (s) 
Multiple authors 
Borowski, 
Stanley; 
Dudzinski 
Leonard A. 
Joliff B.L.; 
Keller, L.P.; 
MacPherson, 
G.J.; Neal, C.R.; 
Papanastassiouu, 
D.A.; Ryder, G; 
Shearer, C.K. 
Leigh, Gerald G; 
New Mexico 
University; 
Albuquerque, 
NM, United 
States 
Kessler, D.J.; 
Zhang, J.; 
Matney, M.J.; 
Eichler, P.; 
Reynolds, R.C.; 
Anz-Meador, 
P.D.; Stzinsbery, 
E.G. 
Cramblit, D.C. 
Document 
#/Source 
Information 
NASA-TM- 
X-53378 
NASA-TM- 
1996-208830 
LPI- 1062 
N92-33309 
24-12 
NASA-TM- 
104825 
NASA-TN- 
D-1526 
Keywords 
materials, composite, 
elastomer, engineering, heat, 
plastic, propellant, science 
sensitivity, lubricants, 
explosives, alloys 
space, settlements, lunar, 
moon, liquid oxygen, LOX, 
nuclear, rockets, propulsion, 
in situ resource utilization, 
ISRU 
lunar experience, Mars, in 
situ resource utilization, 
Apollo, Luna, Surveyor, 
Clementine, Lunar 
Prospector, Moon 
lunar dust, construction, 
engineering, environment, 
simulation, extraterrestrial 
environments, lunar 
environment, lunar surface, 
research facilities, lunar soil, 
vacuum chambers, ground- 
based testing, materials, 
design 
space debris, orbital 
mechanics, computer 
modeling, space 
environment, spacecraft 
design, low-Earth orbit 
Lunar environment, base, 
distribution, exhaust, film, 
gas, high energy, inflation, 
jet, landing, launch, manned, 
moon, protection, sitting, 
spacecraft, surface, thin, 
velocity 
Publication 
Date 
1/13/1966 
6/1/2003 
7/1/2002 
1/1/1992 
11/1/1996 
3/1/1963 
Pages 
25 
28 
2 
33 
55 
33 
The best way to search for information is by using the Lunar e-Library Search Engine. It is located by clicking 
on "Search Lunar e-Library" on the home page. Fig. 5 shows the sample results when searching the collection for 
the term "lunar dust." This search term resulted in 100 documents and appeared 174 times in those documents. 
Finished swching in: 
In the index named ~unar~~ibrirry~pdv 
Documents found: 
m m  mt D~OUADATIOU m ~ ~ m e v m  Total instances found: AN0 RlM~VAL/CIRV.)lTION m N t l l C I e  
ClNAL RmCeRT 
am M l C I  s 
crm r n ~ c n r t  s
V@WUE ll . @I lA l l lE  IESOllS 
roW I,,C) ,< 
w m ~ h .  IMII - D A  Lunar d~tst degradation effects and removal 
".,* ., 
#ropered kt8 
nanonhl k6noninrlcs AIIO SPACE AOUIWISTEAIIOII 
OIOIOE C. YARSIIALL SPACE nwr crwr~~ Sort by: I~elevance R&ng 
P t q 8 I s l e  An* Vfiirlc E8gh88ri8e Laltrattry 
UNOEll CONIIACl NAS8.2QII6 
Figure 5. Results from lunar dust key word search. 
To focus further focus the effort, a researcher can search within the results of a data set. For example, in the prior 
search for lunar dust, if the user clicks on "Refine Search Results, and uses "electrostatic charging" as the search 
term, the search engine looks in the current data set of 100 documents and finds 7 documents (out of the 100 
identified by lunar dust in the prior search) with the search term appearing 7 times (Fig. 6). 
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dolle Reader - [261 .pdq 
ABSTRACT 
Authw(5): M a x  Documents found: 
Abl(l8Ct H ~ P D . ~ I I M ~ W U U ~ ~ ~ ~ C S ! ~ C ~ U ~ I S ~  
b y e ~ 1 # c n n a u ( m r N M ~ n q r b r ~ 0 1 . # r P U l M C h .  
Total instances found: 
K.vwrord$: mwww.~ugaaanc. w 
Othrr Infomation: 
Figure 6. Refined search results using electrostatic charging key word search within the results set obtained 
by the "lunar dust" key word search. 
Perhaps the researcher is interested in an astronaut's observations of the fmdings. Within the 100 documents 
found in the lunar dust search results, a search can be refined using the term Harrison Schmitt. A search using this 
term yields 6 documents with 11 appearances if of his name (Fig. 7). However, the search engine does search on the 
exact term or phrase that is entered, so more documents might be identified by searching on the astronaut's last 
name: Schmitt. Fig. 8 shows the refined search box, and Fig. 9 shows the result of the search for Schmitt, which 
yielded 17 documents with 167 references. 
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debr Reader - [4$9.pdfj ~ F q  
~ ~ ~ r r r u ~ * r m r n b c o t ~ o l * ~ ~ m ~ U C r ~  
u l r + . r ~ b u L m b w ~ m . U ~ r r ~ r r ) s u d $ m y ~ C ~  
n*-r-mrPMo-h.rw1znailwu.1wawrp1 
h O * t U U Y H p r * . & * . - m I W I C l p a U a W L c * , m O , l l l l  
*an.sNu*d.urbu~m~UIPLklL.pru.AldO,'pmlua 
m ~ ~ U s ~ r n ~ m ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~  
-="c";:rsz%a--%%%,rr.rb&- In the indew named LunarELibrary.pdx 
rndmm-an.~~.ub-~wrnlrgr~~rd--mw Documents Found: 
Cb-g of Uwbmims 
~ - n ( l m ~ r l q . * ~ ~ w l u c * , * r ~ - ~ r r * ~ ~ r p ~ a ~ ~  Total instances found: I * * * d J . l 6 ~ r C C a - L * L * n r , - e I . 1 m ( h . 8 . ~ 1 1 e h  
s ~ . t o a r m c r  a a t r * ~ ~ ~ u r a ~ a l . u ~ p a w ~ + a n  
r p r l R V * r i . u a t w m l a e & . l l o ~ ~ d u L i ~ r p m . m i R d  
b u P e ~ V . 1 U W l l b b ~ u ~ ~ . o l Y r o r m ~ l 6 ~ l t Q .  
~ ~ m b a D * u t C L I V d * a d & h ~ m p d ~ -  
n a ~ M a u a r u a ~ r * n n w ~ b o U L l r r ~ . ~ ~ .  
a a C u v m l l h a ~ w a n ~ *  VAmdnqmOlmprksprdum 
. . M l a r ~ a a r b * r ~ . ~ ~ l o O 1 1 ~ q r * - . ' " " ~  
nmmm&rnr A l d C - ~ I b b m r p r ~ n r W m l b * . -  
U t p ~ d n u f b n a m n l ~ u k d I b U ~ o u Y 1 0 1 h u r * U ~ d v B y I * ~ a  
dql*)ha--krw- 
- 
Figure 7. Results using "Harrison Schmitt" to search within documents found using "lunar dust" as the key 
word. 
+ 9-RBF 
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Figure 8. Refined search results using "Schmitt" as the search term. 
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Figure 9. Search results using "Schmitt" as the key word. 
Another example focused on the lunar environment would be the "lunar south pole." Other search terms in this 
area might be "South Pole-Aitken Basin" or "hydrogen" or even "lighting." Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show some search 
results focused on examples that highlight lunar geography. 
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Figure 10. Search results using "lunar poles" as the key word. 
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Figure 11. Search results using "South Pole-Aitken Basin" as the search term. 
Another way. to search is by document title. Perhaps the researcher wants to review the astronaut's observations 
included in all the Apollo Preliminary Science Reports. First, a search can be conducted on "Apollo Preliminary 
Science Report" using the title feature in the advanced search function. Then a search can be conducted on "crew 
observations." This will take the researcher directly to the sections in these reports where the crew members 
recorded their observations, or if a researcher is only interested in locating the observations of particular crew 
members, searches can be conducted using astronaut names. 
Researchers interested in everything written by a particular author can search using the author option or even use 
the author's name as a key word. It is often advisable to use the last name only or all the variations of an author's 
name because publications may contain more than one form of the name. For example for scientist Mike Duke, 
publications are also listed under Michael Duke and M.B. Duke. If you use the last name only, you will get a 
broader data set that includes other people with the same last name, but the data set will include more hits for the 
desired author. 
As the examples in this section demonstrate, the DVD search engine is designed to give the user many ways to 
search for information and compile data sets relevant to a particular topic. 
V. 13 Conclusion 
The Vision for Space Exploration comprises a broad range of missions - from robotic to human - and requires a 
vast number of technologies in every engineering discipline. Success will depend upon combining experience 
(historical knowledge) and innovative thinking. Since the vision will be sustained over decades, information must 
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not only be accessible to current aerospace professionals but also must be available to guide young engineers who 
join the journey. The Lunar e-Library DVD knowledgebase is a research tool that will bolster NASA's return to the 
Moon. 
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